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Abstract. Although various interaction technologies for handling information in
the ubiquitous computing environment have been proposed, some techniques are
too simple for performing rich interaction, and others require special expensive
equipments to be installed everywhere, and cannot soon be available in our everyday environment. We propose a new simple and versatile input device called the
MouseField that enables users to control various information appliances easily
without huge amount of cost.
A MouseField consists of an ID recognizer and motion sensors that can detect an
object and its movement after the object is placed on it. The system can interpret
the user’s action as a command to control the flow of information. In this paper,
we show how this simple device can be used for handling information easily
in ordinary environments like living rooms, kitchens, and toilets, and show the
benefits of using it in the ubiquitous computing environment.

1 Introduction
Today, various Internet services are available and many people are using wireless networks at home. We now seem to have all the infrastructure for networked information
appliances, but they are not yet available at every corner of the house, because standard
computer input devices such as keyboards and mouses are not usable on the walls, on
the kitchen table, and in the toilet.
To use computers in the ubiquitous computing environment, various interesting and
useful technologies have been proposed. If input and output devices are equipped at
many locations in a house, users can control information in a different way than conventional GUI techniques using keyboards and mouses. However, most of such techniques
require many expensive and special sensors installed at all the places where interaction
is performed.

For example, sophisticated interaction between human and a wall or a desk is possible if a precise position sensor and a projector is installed at the place of the interaction[1]. In this case, the user may be able to use his finger as a mouse and control menus
and icons displayed on the wall or on the table. This kind of interaction is interesting
and possibly useful, but it is unlikely that those devices will be widely used at home in
the near future, since they are expensive, heavy, fragile, and difficult to install. Mirrors
can be used to reduce the number of projectors[2], but installation and registration of
these devices is not easy.
In addition, those devices cannot be used in rugged environments like kitchens and
toilets where people may want to handle devices with wet hands. People like to have
a computer in the kitchen, but they would not pay a lot of money to construct an IT
kitchen just for watching TV programs and reading recipes on the Web. For enjoying
real ubiquitous computing at home, robust and inexpensive input/output devices should
be used at various corners of a house, and they should also be versatile enough so that
they can accept various requirements from users.
RFID tags and printed barcodes have long been the candidate devices for controlling
information appliances. Using the tags instead of keyboards and mouses is useful in
many cases, since both the tags and readers are robust enough and can be put at almost
any place. Also, the system is usually very easy to use, since the only thing a user can
do with a tag or a barcode is to put the tag in front of the reader, and there’s little chance
of suffering from confusion. For example, you may be able to use a “weather forecast
card” to check the weather at a nearby display, and you can use a “Yahoo stock tag” to
check the stock status instantly without invoking a Web browser.
However, using these systems, a user can tell the system only one thing at a time,
and cannot control complex things with one tag. For example, if a user wants to listen to
various music using a tag-based music player, he should either use as many number of
tags as the number of CDs he has, or use extra tags like “next”, “rewind”, and “volume
up”. Using a barcode-based presentation system[3], users have to prepare a number
of cards for slide presentation. Tag-based systems are useful for small tasks, but it is
difficult to perform complicated tasks with such systems.

2 MouseField
We introduce a robust and versatile input device called the MouseField that can be
used at almost any place for controlling information appliances. MouseField is a device
which combines an ID reader and motion sensing devices into one package.
Figure 1 shows an implementation of MouseField, which consists of two motion
sensors (taken from standard optical mouses) and an RFID reader (Texas Instruments’
S2000 Micro Reader) hidden under the surface.
The RFID reader and the two optical mouses are connected to a PC through a USB
cable, and they can detect the ID and the motion of the object put on the device. When
a user puts an object with an RFID on the MouseField, it first detects what was put on
the RFID reader. When the user moves or rotates the object, the motion sensors detects
the direction and rotation of the object. The amount of the rotation can be calculated by
the difference of the amount of motions in the Y direction.
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Fig. 1. An Implementation of a MouseField Device.

Table 1. Comparison of using the MouseField and using a mouse for controlling the sound volume.
Using a MouseField

Using a mouse in a computer display

Put an object on the the MouseField
(Wait until the RFID is recognized)
Rotate the object on the MouseField
Remove the object from the MouseField

Move the mouse cursor to the knob of a slider
Click the mouse button
Move the knob of the slider
Release the mouse button

These information are similar to the information we use when we control GUI widgets on PC screens. Just like we can control the sound volume by clicking the knob of
a slider widget and move the slider up and down, we can do the same thing by putting a
volume control object on a MouseField and moving or rotating the object. In this way,
we can perform almost all kinds of GUI operations by putting an object on a MouseField and moving it. For example, a user can put a “TV block” on a MouseField and
rotate it to change programs, just like he can select a program using a pulldown menu.
We can use a barcode reader instead of an RFID reader, just like our implementation
of the FieldMouse[4]. Table 1 shows the comparison between using a MouseField and
using a GUI slider for sound volume control.

Table 2. Comparison of using the MouseField and using a mouse for controlling the menu.
Using a MouseField

Using a mouse in a computer display

Put an object on the the MouseField
(Wait until the RFID is recognized)
Move the object forward and backward
Remove the object from the MouseField

Move the mouse cursor to the menu title
Click the mouse button
Drag the mouse cursor up and down
Release the mouse button

Fig. 2. PlayStand++: A Music Player with MouseField.

Similarly, Table 2 shows the comparison between using a MouseField and using a
menu for selecting an item from a list. In this way, we can perform various kinds of
GUI operations by putting an object on a MouseField and moving it. Nothing happens
if the RFID was not recognized by the reader for some reason, just like nothing happens
if people do not press the mouse button in standard GUI widgets.
The PlayStand++ system (Figure 2) shows how a user can enjoy music using a
MouseField and CD jackets which represent the music in the CD. All the music in the
CD are saved in a music server, and an RFID tag is attached to each CD jacket. When a
user places a CD jacket on the MouseField, a music player is displayed on the screen,
shows the contents of the CD, and starts playing songs. The user can change the sound
volume by rotating the CD jacket, and move to the next or previous song by sliding the
jacket to the front or to the back (Figure 3). When the user removes the jacket from the
MouseField, the sound stops and a screen saver is displayed on the screen. The music
player is not only very simple to use, but it allows users to control various parameters
without using special controllers.
Just like a mouse can be used for various purposes, a MouseField can be used for
whatever purpose you like in the ubiquitous computing applications. It can be used for
invoking an application (just like a mouse-click can invoke an application), controlling
parameters (just like using sliders and menus), selecting objects (just like dragging a
mouse cursor), transferring data (just like mouse-based drag and drop), etc.
If we use multiple MouseField devices, we can utilize them for conveying information between locations. When we perform an operation on one MouseField and perform
another operation on another MouseField, those series of operations can be interpreted
as cooperative tasks. For example, a person can use one MouseField to tell the system
that he wants to retrieve some information at the location, and use another MouseField
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Fig. 3. Controlling the Music Player.

to tell that he wants to convey the information to the new location. In this case, virtual
Drag and Drop (or sometimes called “Pick and Drop”[5]) can be performed, just like
other systems for using objects for carrying information[6][7]. If a person selects a TV
program on a MouseField by using a TV block, he can bring the object to a different
place with another MouseField and use the object to see the rest of the program there.
In this way, MouseField can enable various interaction techniques which were only
available with special and fragile input/output devices.

3 A Scenario of Using MouseFields
In this section, we show a scenario of a person’s daily life where many MouseField
devices are scattered at his house and at other places.
Hiro is a university student living alone in an apartment. In addition to his PC,
he has a lot of hidden computers connected to MouseField devices installed in tables,
walls, and doors. Those computers are used for various information appliances. Here
begins his day:
– Hiro gets up in the morning, goes to the living room and wants to awaken his brain
by watching today’s morning TV news. He puts a “TV block” on the MouseField

–
–
–

–

equipped in the table of the living room. Then the TV is turned on, and a TV program
is shown on the display.
Since the channel was not showing a news program, Hiro moves the TV block left
and right to select a channel showing the morning news.
He felt that the voice of the newscaster was too low, so he rotates the TV block and
makes the sound a little louder.
He then makes up his mind to make a morning coffee, and goes to the kitchen with
the TV block. When he puts the block on the kitchen counter, the same TV news is
displayed at the kitchen, since there’s another MouseField equipped in the kitchen
counter.
He puts the TV block on the table and prepares to go to school. At the entrance
door of his house, he puts his “Suica” card (a commutation ticket with an RFID)
on the door, and check if there’s something he has to do on that day. The display at
the door tells him that a recycle car is coming to his neighborhood this morning,
so he collects liquor bottles from his room and put them into a recycle box at the
street corner near his house.

We do not have to wait long before we can enjoy this kind of ubiquitous computing
life. The only equipments required in this scenario are MouseField devices and displays connected via wireless network. There are so many services on the Internet, and
wireless LANs and quiet PCs have been available in very low cost.

4 Discussions
4.1 Advantages of MouseField
The biggest advantage of using MouseField is that it can be inexpensive and robust.
RFID tags are getting cheaper every day, and it costs less than $1 these days. Printed
barcodes are almost priceless, and easily be replicated even when you lose it. Barcode
readers, RFID readers, and motion sensors (optical mouses) are not as inexpensive as
RFID tags, but they have been around for many years, and the prices are fairly low. You
do not have to put MouseField devices everywhere, since people do not have to control information everywhere. In the house shown in the previous scenario, MouseField
devices are equipped at only a small number of places including the living room and
toilet. These are the locations where people sometimes stay for a while, and the number
of those places are limited. If sufficient number of MouseField devices are installed, it
would be more convenient than using remote controllers.
In spite of its simplicity, MouseField can be used for various purposes with only
a few number of ID tags, owing to the motion sensors. Just like we don’t have to use
different mouses for different applications, we can use one RFID tag for various purposes. If we can’t use the motion sensors, we have to use many RFID tags to do the
same things described in the scenario.
4.2 Idioms of UbiComp
Many user interface idioms[8] are now widely accepted in the GUI on current PCs.
Sliders and pulldown menus are examples of good GUI idioms. Although sliders and

pulldown menus are not found in the real world, people will remember how to use
it, once they see it and understand how it works. Idioms like Drag and Drop, Click
and Drag, and other operations are now considered to be basic operation for handling
computers. On the other hand, good interaction idioms for ubiquitous computing have
not been widely accepted yet. Some systems use gestures, and others use special objects
like “phicons”[9], but none of the operations are widely accepted to control information
in the ubiquitous computing environment.
Since moving something on a MouseField is so easy, we believe that “Place and
Move” operation on a MouseField can be one of the basic interaction idioms used in
the ubiquitous computing environment, just like Click and Drag is now one of the basic
operations used in GUI. It is not clear what is the best mapping between application
functions and available operations on the MouseField. Some people may prefer rotation
for volume control, and others may prefer sliding operation. We cannot tell which is
better at this moment, but one of the mapping would become dominant in the future,
and everybody would accept it as a standard idiom.
4.3 Using Feedbacks
In most GUI systems based on direct manipulation, a user can see the effects of his
actions as soon as he types the keyboard or moves the mouse. In the PlayStand++ system, users can look at the monitor display to see what happens when they move the CD
jacket on the MouseField. Although visual feedback is very important on GUI systems
based on direct manipulation, sound feedback or other simpler feedbacks can also be
used in systems like PlayStand++. For example, even when a monitor is not present,
simple click sound works fine for selecting songs.
4.4 Objects for Controlling MouseField
We can use almost any kind of object for controlling information using MouseField.
If we put an RFID tag in an object which represents something, it can be used as a
phicon. We can also use existing RFID-based cards like Suica for identifying a user
and controlling information. If we use a MouseField with a barcode reader instead of
an RFID reader, we can use printed barcode on any product for handling information
related to the product. In this way, we can use whatever we like for controlling information, when a MouseField is installed at the place where we need information. We can
use a CD/DVD jacket for enjoying a music or a movie. We can use a food package for
getting information like its ingredients and the company. In this way, using a MouseField is like using any objects as a standard mouse. In this sense, MouseField is a very
universal input device.

5 Related Work
RFID tags have been used in various ubiquitous computing systems and projects[10][11].
For example, in the AwareHome project[11] at Georgia Tech, many RFID readers are
placed at the floor and used for identifying people walking in the house. In the real

world, RFIDs are now widely used in many warehouses and libraries for identifying the
status of packages and books. Many of the ubicomp systems use RFID tags mostly for
identifying objects and people, but with MouseField, RFID tags are rather actively used
for controlling the flow of information.
Since optical mouses are inexpensive and robust, they are used in various systems for detecting the motion of objects. For example, they are used in Navigational
Blocks[12] for detecting the motion of blocks.
FieldMouse[4] is a device which has the same configuration as MouseField: a FieldMouse consists of a motion sensing device and an ID recognizer. While MouseField is a
device installed in tables and walls, FieldMouse is a device carried by people to control
various information appliances. Advantages of using a FieldMouse is that people can
operate real-world GUI[13] without installing many sensors everywhere. A disadvantage of using a FieldMouse is that a user always has to carry a FieldMouse to control
information appliances. Since a FieldMouse consists of an ID recognizer and a motion
sensor, it is always heavier than simple RFID tags. Also, it is not suitable to be used in
kitchens and toilets.
“Phicons”[9], or physical icons, are sometimes useful for handling information in
the ubiquitous computing environment. Using a MouseField, almost anything can be
used as a phicon, if an RFID tag is put into it.
MediaBlocks[14] is a system for editing multimedia data like movie clips using
multiple blocks. MediaBlocks has a special hardware which can detect the location of
blocks, so the user can edit movie clips by changing the layout of the blocks. MouseField can be used as a device to implement MediaBlocks and similar systems in wider
range of environment.
DataTiles[15] enables users to perform various interesting operations using transparent square panels equipped with tags. The panels are laid out by the user on a LCD
tablet, and the user can move the panel in a variety of way to perform various operations.
The “Place and Move” idiom can be used on DataTiles. Since a LCD tablet should be
used for DataTiles, it is less robust than the motion sensors used in MouseField.
Various techniques have been proposed for carrying information in the ubiquitous
computing environment. In the WebStickers[7] system, users can attach URL bookmarks to barcodes, and carry the barcodes to use the bookmarks at other places. In the
i-Land[16] system, a technique called Passage[6] is used for carrying information between different computers. Although people can carry data using a barcode or an RFID,
complicated operations cannot be performed on these systems.
A technique called “Pick and Drop”[5] is proposed for picking up data from one
computer and placing it to another computer. Using a FieldMouse[4], users can not
only pick and drop data between objects, but they can perform arbitrary GUI operations
like selecting menus. InfoStick[17] can also get data from one location for transferring
it to another location, and PDAs are sometimes used for the same kind of purposes. In
these systems, people should carry a special device like PDAs for carrying data.
There are also many ubicomp projects which use video cameras for identifying
people and objects[1][18]. Using a camera with a pattern recognition system, we can
detect the ID and the motion of the object at the same time, so in some cases using
cameras is more appropriate than using RFID tags and readers. The advantage of using

RFID tags is that RFID tags can be hidden in almost any object, and no special pattern
should be printed on the surface of the object. The same “Place and Move” idiom can
be applied to camera-based systems.
Recently, various toolkits for ubiquitous computing is being proposed[19][20]. Since
using a MouseField is almost the same as using a mouse in a GUI environment, adding
features for handling MouseField to existing toolkits is easy.

6 Conclusion
We developed a simple, robust and flexible input device called the MouseField for
controlling information in the ubiquitous computing environment. Despite its simplicity, MouseField is flexible enough for handling complex information at various places
where conventional input devices like keyboards and mouses were not conveniently
used. We have shown various possibilities of MouseField used everywhere in the ubiquitous computing environment. We hope MouseField will be one of the standard input
devices used in the ubiquitous computing age.
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